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Mitigating Risks During Satellite Qualification Testing 
Structural testing of a precision engineered satellite can be nerve racking. When selecting a 
vibration controller to test a valuable test article, risk mitigation is critical. Data Physics has been 
involved in testing some of the most valuable satellites ever put on a shaker – and developed the 
900 Series controller from the ground up with advanced safety features to ensure testing success.

The 900 Series platform’s decentralized design is intrinsically 
safe from unexpected failures during a test. A crash or 
network loss on the host PC does not interrupt the test or 
cause data loss. The controller also has been optimized to 
minimize latency and quickly acts on abort signals from 
subsystems to ramp down a test before a catastrophic 
failure has a chance to occur.

When combined with Data Physics’ Soft Shutdown 
amplifiers and shakers, a test article can be protected from 
almost all transient events including a total loss of 480 V 
power to the lab.

Preventing overtest is another critical function of the 
controller. The 900 Series platform includes the ability to 
compute math channels for summed moments/forces, 
displacements, and more. Math channels can be used as  
a part of the advanced notching and control algorithms  
in the Sine control module to protect the test article  
from overtest. 

The 900 Series platform has features never before seen in 
a vibration controller – such as the ability to process data 
with secondary measurements in real-time or the ability to 
record and export time history data at multiple sample rates 
in real-time. Together these functionalities streamline the 
process of understanding what happened during a test,  
or why a test aborted.
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Key Features of the World’s Most Advanced Vibration Controller 
– Setting the Standard for Satellite Qualification Testing

Feature Benefit

Designed for Intrinsic Safety

Host PC Independence
Vibration control is run independent of the host PC – any crash or failure in the host PC simply 
causes the controller to safely ramp down the shaker.  Time history recordings do not stop, and 
no data is lost.

External Abort Triggers
Each controller includes high speed abort triggers that can be connected in a relay fashion to 
other mechanical subsystems.  A failure in any subsystem will trigger the test to quickly and 
safely ramp down.

Soft Shutdown
Transients caused by emergency shutdown of a vibration test can be more damaging than the 
event that caused the shutdown.  The vibration controller ensures that if the test shuts down for 
any reason, the test will smoothly ramp to zero, protecting valuable flight hardware.

Local Data Storage
During test execution, data is stored locally on the controller’s solid state disk drives; and can be 
transferred to the PC or exported after the test completes.  Time history recordings can be trans-
ferred after test, or while the test is still running.

Math Channels

Real-time Math Channels
Math channels can be created from input or other math channels.  Operations include addition/
multiplication/division, filtering, integration/differentiation, and more.  Math channels behave 
exactly like physical input channels.

Math Channel functions 
(limits, controls)

Math channels can be used as if they were a physical sensor.  They can be a part of the control 
loop, a notch/limit channel, or just a measurement channel. 

Notching/Limiting

Real-time Notching
Real-time limiting protects against overtest by notching the drive whenever a Limit channel 
exceeds its limit profile. Notching is optimized for responsiveness, with minimal overshoot.

Predictive Notching
Predictive notching is performed based on predictions from the self check run before the test.  
Predictive notching preemptively notches the drive at frequencies where a limit channel is ex-
pected to exceed its profile.

Abort Channels on Sine 
Amplitude, or transients

Trigger test aborts based on Abort profiles, or a peak transient level.  Peak transients can be 
monitored gap free.
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Feature Benefit

Advanced Sine Control Features

Truly distributed mea-
surement processing 
for a highly optimized 
control loop

True distributed processing architecture means that additional channels do not increase the 
control latency.  Each 6 channel card contains its own DSPs – so the processing power scales  
with the number of channels.  No processing or data transmission bottlenecks due to large  
channel counts.

Fast error correction, 
limiting

Control algorithms have been painstakingly optimized to ensure accurate measurements in the 
fastest possible times.  Faster processing, lower latency, increased safety.

Filter / Peak / RMS Peak 
Detection

Measure a channel’s amplitude in different measurement modes (Filtered, Peak, RMS, etc) with-
out using an extra input channel BNC.

Customizable filter 
bandwidth

Define a wide Sine measurement filter band at lower frequencies, and narrow filter band at 
higher frequencies.  Filter bandwidth can be specified as a function of frequency.

Advanced  Measurement Features

High channel counts
A single chassis can have 71 channels, and multiple chassis can be daisy chained to accommo-
date thousands of channels.  

Eliminate the need for 
a secondary acquisition 
system

The distributed architecture allows the controller to function simultaneously as a high channel 
count Sine Data Reduction analyzer.  Keep all control and limit channels on the first chassis to 
prevent network delays from influencing the control loop – measurement channels on secondary 
chassis do not affect control loop, notching, or response times.  

Secondary measure-
ments in real-time

Additional measurements can run in parallel with the Sine test.  Measure FFTs and plot them on 
a waterfall plot to visualize harmonic distortion during a test – all live during test with no post-
processing. Secondary measurements do not affect the function of the Sine Sweep.

Time Data Recording  
at multiple sample rates

Time data recording up to 216 kHz, for all channels. Data can be exported automati cally to Mat-
lab or other format during or after test, facilitating analysis of data between test runs. Data can 
also be resampled and recorded at multiple sample rates simultaneously.
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A Complete Test Safety System – Trusted to Perform  
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•  Data Physics 900 Series 500+ channel signal analyzer 
monitors the sine sweep for transients or other overtest 
conditions 

• Shaker amplifiers built with added capacitance

• Hydraulic bearings built with extra accumulators

•  Abort signals from signal analyzer, amplifier, hydraulics, 
facility power, and other safety systems fed into vibration 
controller and trigger on any failures

The 900 Series Vibration controller responds quickly to all 
abort signals. The controller safely ramps down the test 
within milliseconds – preventing the shaker from abruptly 
stopping even when unexpected failures happen.  

A safety system similar to the one depicted above was used 
during the critical vibration testing of the $9 billion James 
Webb Space Telescope at NASA Goddard Space Flight 
Center in Maryland.

From the ground up, Data Physics and NVT Group partner company Team Corporation have 
engineered and refined a test safety system capable of protecting valuable test articles from 
unexpected events – even a complete loss of 480 V power. Complete design control of all 
components – vibration controllers, shakers, amplifiers and accessories – ensures the system’s 
exceptional ability to detect potential failures and reliably protect valuable flight hardware.


